"Living together apart": the hidden genetic diversity of sponge populations.
Intraorganism genetic stability is assumed in most organisms. However, here we show for the first time intraorganism genetic heterogeneity in natural populations of marine sponges. A total of 36 different multilocus genotypes (MLGs) were detected in 13 individuals of Scopalina lophyropoda sampled at 4 distant points within each sponge. All genotypes (showing a mosaic distribution), were transmitted to the progeny, thus contributing to the high genetic diversity and low clonality reported for this species, although its populations are small and structured and show high fission rates. There did not seem to be intraindividual genotype conflicts; on the contrary, chimeric individuals are expected to show low mortality thanks to the differential mortality of their different MLGs. This novel mechanism may also counterbalance genetic constraints in other benthic invertebrate species. The presence of sponge chimerism also suggests that results from previous population genetics studies could have been misinterpreted.